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GSU men's basketball
defeats UNC-Greensboro
72-68 and are now tied for
second place in the
Southern Conference.
More inside!
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Abracapocus performed at
Mellow Mushroom this Friday
night bringing a wider variety
of entertainment to
Statesboro.
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meetin
SGA
ends
•Conflict among senators causes meeting to end
HENDERSON LIBRARY
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY

By Jake Hallman

Staff Writer
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The SGA's meeting on Feb.
14 ended abruptly after several
senators left and the body could
not make quorum.
Although SGA President
Francys Johnson had voiced
hopes to end the 6:00 meeting
within an hour, deliberations
on the new SGA constitution
continued until almost 8:00. As
the meeting continued, senators proposed tabling discussion on the constitution to vote
on a fund request from Hillel.
Immediately before discussion could begin on the fund
request, Senator James Dixon
called for quorum. After
Dixon's call, Senator Adrian
Stallings said, "you're so selfish," before storming from the
chamber.
Stallings returned at the
close of the meeting to explain
her displeasure at Dixon's
move.
"To call for a quorum minutes before we vote on a fund
request when it has already been
stressed the importance of us
passing this fund request tonight... says 'screw this organization,'" she said. "I'm sorry,
but I'm livid about this. It's
selfish and self-serving."
Stallings added that senators not wishing to stay and
finish the Senate's business
should be replaced.
Dixon defended himself,
saying that his call was necessary to enforce SGA bylaws.
"We were all elected to
serve the student body, but part
of our duties as senators are to
enforce the rules of our own
Senate," he said. "I wish we
did have quorum, I wish we
could have voted on the thing,
but we didn't have quorum.

Adrian Stallings

James Dixon

Our rules say that if you don't have
quorum, you don't vote."
Before the unplanned end of the
meeting, senators did pass more of
the proposed constitution, and will
likely finish the process this week.
"I want it to be known that I am
very proud of the work we've done
on this constitution," Johnson said.
"We have deliberated on it, we have
discussed it, and that's what were
supposed to do."
Senators also heard a presentation from Andrea Re, president of the
Bulloch County Board of Realtors.
Re, a GSU alumna, explained that
Statesboro is experiencing a major
housing boom.
Re attributed the growth to four
factors: cooperative government, the
success of GSU football, GSC gaining university status, and the passage
of the liquor-by-the-drink referendum. "I do think that it has had a
major impact in terms of the community and the restaurants we've seen
spring up in the past three or four
years," she said.
'There are numerous new complexes going up in and around the
Statesboro area," Re added. Over 500

new units are slated to open soon on
Lanier Drive alone in two new complexes.
"Come this time next year, you
will certainly have more options than
you have previously had," she said.
"The growth in the number of places
you all can choose to rent has increased tremendously."
The growth comes with a price,
however. "You're probably going to
see some of your rents go up," Re
explained, particularly at newer complexes to cover pre-construction
costs.
"Don't be surprised if their rates
are a little higher than the established
places," she added.
Re also warned students about
the perils of leasing a house or apartment. "Please do not go rent a place,
without a lease agreement," she said.
"Number two, do not go in and when
they hand it to you, just sign it. I
encourage you to read every single
detail in that lease agreement.
"That lease agreement is a legally
binding document."
Leases should state how deposit
money is handled, explain responsibility for damages and for cleaning

up a property, and tell eviction procedures, she added.
"If you don't fulfill your obligation, the landlord can take you to
small-claims court, and he can file
for back rent if you are not paying,"
Re said.
If a landlord doesn't uphold a
lease, students should notify the property manager and keep written documentation, she explained, since under Georgia law, a lessor has responsibilities.
"The landlords must make the
place habitable. If it is not habitable,
you, as a tenant, have the right to file
notice that you are canceling your
lease," Re said. Students with problems can also contact the local housing board.
At Wednesday's meeting, senators also learned that in the last Faculty Senate meeting, the SGA lost
seats on admissions committee and
athletics committee, and lost placement on other campus committees.
These changes were due to new bylaws passed by the Faculty Senate,
according to Johnson.
"We are working to make sure
those seats are returned. We have

along with his repertoire of traditional Irish songs, makes him
a Festival favorite.
Other popular returning acts
from last year's festival included
the band Morning Star, Tom and
Debbie O'Carroll, and Frank
Emerson.
One of the newcomers to this
year's festival was a cultural tra-

ditions group, the Armagh
Rhymers. These multifaceted
musicians brought to the festival storytelling and interactive
drama with the audience. They
also presented poetry by some
of Ireland's most renowned poets.
The eclectic ensemble of
Celtic Soul mixes traditional

Irish music with the drive of a
rock concert. They performed
on Saturday night, as well as
Sunday afternoon.
Aside from the three-day
event packed with Irish dancing
and music, the festival had many
booths set up with vendors selling Irish gifts and souvenirs.For
those interested in the traditional

presidential support in this effort,"
he said. GSU President Bruce Grube
did not veto the bylaws when they
were presented to him in December
by the faculty, however.
The SGA Parking and Transportation Committee reported that
there is the possibility of an oncampus transit system within four
years, and that the university is
looking at options for new parking
lots as construction increases on
campus.
"Every time we build a new
building, we don't have money for
the new parking spaces," Senator
Kimberly Reese said. "There's not
a place on campus to build a parking deck."
SenatorNickPearson added that
a parking deck would increase parking fees to seven times their current
rate.
Also at the meeting, SGA Executive Vice President Robert
Bryant announced his intentions to
run for SGA President by relinquishing control of the Elections
Committee. "At this time I cannot
oversee that committee," he said.
"This administration will conduct an ethical election, I think
that's admirable and I think that's a
good break from the past," said
Johnson before appointing Jerry
Rice, SGA vice president for academic affairs, as head of the committee.
During sixty second speeches,
Johnson exhorted Senators to become involved as volunteers, seeking a 10 percent increase in registered volunteers on campus.
"Statesboro will never be the
same once we release the magnitude of the Student Government on
it," he said.
The Senate also welcomed the
new SGA administrative assistant,
Maggie Denton, and passed a resolution honoring the art department's
Gallery 303 at the meeting.

Savannah celebrates annual Irish Festival
By Jason Clary

Staff Writer

r
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The Savannah Irish Festival this weekend kicked off
Savannah's St. Patrick's Day
festivities while bringing several local and international
Irish music acts and activities
for the thousands of revelers
looking for some good old Irish
"craic."
The event began with a Ceili
Dance followed by a mixer on
Friday night, featuring music
from the quintet of Tadgh
O'Cathan. The Ceili was a
chance for many to enjoy this
traditional Irish dance while
meeting new friends from all
over the Southeast.
Saturday's festivities began
with Opening Ceremonies featuring the Bagpipes and Drums
of the Emerald Society Chicago Police Department. A
Savannah and Georgia Southern University favorite, Harry
O'Donoghue, followed the
Opening Ceremonies. You
might remember listening to
Harry earlier this month when
he played to a large crowd at
Archibald's Restaurant. His
contemporary style music,

Irish food and drink, the festival
included booths set up with Irish
dishes. As far as the drink, there
were several Irish beers available for sampling, although the
most popular Irish beverage,
Guinness, couldn't be found.

By Jason Clary

Jason Clary
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By Meggan Kicklighter
Staff Writer

Diversity Fellow for the
Freedom Forum, Catalina
Camia, will speakatthe Russell
Union on Feb. 22 at 6 p.m. in
Room 2070.
The Freedom Forum, based
in Arlington, Va., is one of the
nation's largest journalismbased foundations.
The Forum promotes protection of the First Amendment,
international news press freedom and diversity in the newsroom.
It was started in 1991 by
Allen Newharth, former president of Gannett Company, the
nation's largest newspaper
chain that prints newspapers like
U.S.A. Today.
The Freedom Forum also has
its journalism museum called
the Newseum.
Interested students can come
out to hear Camia speak about
opportunities, especially for minorities, in the field of journalism, particularly in print media.
Those students may also set
up an appointment to speak personally with Camia alter her
presentation.
Assistant Professor of Journalism, Dianne Lamb, said that
Camia is coming to Georgia
Southern because of the diversity of its Communication Arts
Department.
"We have a very high minority enrollment (in Communication Arts)," she said.
According to the Freedom
Forum web site, 28 percent of
the United States population is
people of minority. Only 12
percent of that number work in
a newsroom.
The percentage of minorities is higher here at Georgia
Southern, says Lamb.
'Thirty percent of the journalism department at Georgia
Southern is made up of minorities," she said.
"Forty percent of the broadcasting department is minority
students."
Camia is currently President
of the Asian American Journalism Association. She is also a
reporter for the Dallas Morning
News.

Winners of Roy Powell Awards
for Creative Writing announced
Staff Writer

SAVANNAH IRISH FESTIVAL: The Savannah Irish' Festival kicked off the Savannah St.
Patrick's Day festivities this past weekend bringing several local and international I rish music acts
and activities to the area.

Freedom
Forum to be
held Feb. 22

The Georgia Southern
Department of Writing and
Linguistics announced the
winners of this year's Roy
Powell Awards for Creative
Writing.
GSU Senior Bobbi-Lynn
Edmondson took home first
place for her short story "Flip
of the Coin." Bobbi-Lynn says
her stories are "a mixture of
slap in the face reality and dark
creatures with razor sharp teeth
imagination. The only things
worth writing about are the
things in dark boxes under lock
and key."
GSU Graduate student
Kesha Thomas took home first

place in the poetry contest with
her poems titled "Silverware,"
"Ethnocentricity," and "My
First Period." Kesha is
woVking on her Master's
Degree in English Education
and although, "I haven't been
writing that long, I feel that I
was born with writing in my
heart."
Both Creative Writing
winners will have their works
published in the upcoming
issue of Miscellany and also
received a cash award of
$50.00 along with an award
certificate.
In addition, both ladies will
be honored on April 4"' during
Georgia Southern's Honors
Day Ceremonies.
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New Black Panther Party leader dead, spokesman says
Associated Press

MARIETTA- Khalid Abdul
Muhammad, a black militant known for
his harsh rhetoric about Jews and whites,
died Saturday morning, a spokesman for
the New Black Panther Party said.
"Minister and Dr. Khalid Abdul
Muhammad had made his transition to
the ancestors," Malik Zulu Shabazz said
at a news conference outside Wellstar
KennestoneHospital,whereMuhammad
was taken earlier this week.
He declined to reveal how the 53year-old Muhammad died, saying only
that it was of 'Very serious and natural
causes." The leader had shown no prior
signs of illness, Shabazz said.
He was surrounded by Muhammad's
family and eight party members wearing
black uniforms, combat boots and berets.

They chanted "Long live Khalid
Muhammad!" and "Black power!"
"Our hearts are aching. We are sad but
at the same time we are happy because we
know that his place is secure," Shabazz
said.
Hospital officials were not immediately available for comment.
Muhammad was named one of Louis
Farrakhan' s top lieutenants in the Nation
of Islam in 1981. He served at Nation of
Islam mosques in New York and Atlanta
throughout the decade, and in 1991 became Farrakhan's personal assistant.
It was Farrakhan who gave him the
name Khalid, meaning warrior, but he
was bom Harold Moore Jr. in 1948.
In his own public speaking engagements, Muhammad quickly became
known for his virulent attacks on Jews,

homosexuals and whites. He was
ousted by Farrakhan after a 1993
speech during which he referred to
Jews as "bloodsuckers" and urged
mob murder of white South Africans.
In April 1994, before a cheering
audience of about 2,000, Muhammad
denounced Jews as "honkies."
"I am going to be like a pit bull.
That is the way I am going to be
against the Jews. I am going to bite
the tail of the honkies," Muhammad
said.
He remained unrepentant about
his rhetoric.
"I was born to give the white man
hell, and I will give him hell from the
cradle to the grave," he told an Atlanta crowd in 1995.

This Week's
Weather
Today
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The Eagle Basketball Teams
face off against the Paladins of
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Lady Eagles tip-off at 5 pm

Men's hoops begins at 7:30 pm
Hanner Fieldhouse

Students with valid

Partly cloudy
with a high of
64 and a low
of 47.

Tuesday
Partly cloudy
with a high of
77 and a low
of 52.

Wednesday
Partly cloudy
with a high of
74 and a low
of 48.

Georgia Southern I.D.
get in free!!!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Things to do at GSU
February 19

• Sigma Gamma Rho presents a panel
discussion on how to protect yourself and
deal with the aftermath of sexual assault
at 7:22 p.m. in Russell Union 2047.

February 20

• Question and Answer session on
Financial Aid will be held in room 2084
of the Russell Union from 11 a.m. to 12
p.m.
• The GSU College Republicans will
be holding an open meeting beginning at
5 p.m. in room 2048 of the Russell Union.
Contact John P. Jones at 486-3113 for
more information.

February 21

■ Question and Answer session on
Financial Aid will be held in room 2084

I

of the Russell Union from 2 to 3 p.m.
• Black Student Alliance will host
"Mighty Esoteric" evening of poetry in
Russell Union room 2080 at 7 p.m.

February 27-28

• Multicultural Affairs are asking
students to come and vote for the
recipients of the Essence Awards between
10 a.m.-2p.m. at the rotunda. For any
questions contact Reginald Johnson at
871-7416.
• Academic Resource Center will
sponsor a Regents' Essay Review by M.
Pate at 4 p.m. in Library room 1042.

March 1

• Deadline for study abroad in Costa
Rica applications. For more info contact
Dr. Doralina A. Martinez-Conde at 6810119 or Dr. Antonio Serna at 871-1375.

Ongoing

• GSU 's NAACP meets every
Monday in Russell Union room 2080 at 6
p.m.
• Academic Resource Center will be
offering free tutoring in the Library
Ground Floor, room 1001 in the following
courses: English, Biology, Sociology,
Math, Algebra, Probability, Physics and
Chemistry. Call 681-0321 for more
information.
The
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/
Transgender Support Group for students,
staff and faculty meets in Room 2072 of the
Russell Union on Thursdays from 5 until 6
p.m. For more information call 681-5409.
• Black Student Alliance meets every
Tuesday at 7p.m. Check sheet for room
number. For more info call 681-5458.
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POLICE BEAT

GSU Public Safety
February 15

• John Thomas Lunsford, 20, 105 Olympic
Boulevard, was charged with DUI.
• Paul David Briason, 20, 1702 Chandler
Road, was charged with minor in possession/
consumption of alcohol.

Statesboro Police Department
February 15

• Shaun Bell, 22, Monticello, was arrested for
seatbelt violation and driving on suspended I ice rise.
• Kendra Lowery, 19, 117 Stadium Walk,
reported criminal trespass.

February 16

• Natashia Butler,18, 710 Georgia Avenue
Apt 61, was arrested for shoplifting.
• Shekia Nicole Johnson, 20, Atlanta, was
arrested for shoplifting.
• April Evette. Amey, 24, Atlanta, was arrested

for seatbelt violation and driving on suspended
license.
• Roger collier, 22,120 Lanier Drive, reported
a civil dispute.
• Cheewve Rollins, 20, Stadium View 20,
reported burglary.

•Calvin Odum, 19,19 Varity Lodge, reported
conspiracy to commit burglary.
• Demond Brown, 23, Augusta, reported an
injured person.
• Nathan Henderson, 22, 44 Eagles Nest,
reported criminal trespass.

• Charles Jemill Lee, 19, Pembroke, was
arrested for DUI and operating without headlights.
• Jovan Antuan Myrick, 22,510 South College
St. Apt. 413, was arrested for driving on suspended
license, giving false identification and a seatbelt
violation.
• Gregory W. Tomke, 20, Alpharetta, was
arrested for DUI.
• Babatude Trie Bailey, 19, College Park, was
arrested for disorderly conduct.
• Michael Youngblood, 21, Kennedy Hall
2110, reported damage to property.

• Amanda Reid, 18,306 North Main, reported
criminal trespass.
Editor's Note: Police Beat appears in every
edition of the George-Anne in an effort to inform the
GSU community of the amount.natureandlocation
of crime. All reports are public information and
can be obtained at either tlie GSU Division of
PublicSofetyofattheStateshoroPoliceDepartment.

February 17

February 18

?*

-All Police Beat information is
compiled by Leigh-Anne Burgess,
news editor.

Savannah proposes use of Maya Angelou quote
Associated Press

SAVANNAH-PoetMaya Angelou
says she considers it a compliment that a
proposed African-American monument
on the city's riverfront would quote her
qraphic description ofslaves held in ships
that once docked there.
' The picture ofit, it's so horrible. And
yetifwecanseehowhorribleitis,thenwe
might treat each other a little nicer,"
Angelou said in a telephone interview
Thursday.
The bronze sculpture would depict a
black family embracing with broken
chains at its feet The chosen site is on the
Savannah riverfront, where the firstslaves

came into Georgia
The passage reads in part: "We lay
back to belly in the holds ofthe slave ships
in each others' excrement and urine together, sometimes died together, and our
lifeless bodies thrown overboard together."
Angelou said she has used the passage inlecturesforabout 15years, though
it's never been published in a book or
poem.
Savannah's city council approved the
monument last month, but has yet to
approve the quotation. City officials said
they needed Angelou's permission first.
"I'm going to give my permission,"

said Angelou, author of 'I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings" and the poet chosen
for Bill Clinton's presidential inauguration in 1993. "It would be a compliment
to me that I had said something that
resonated in their own experiences in
their own lives."
David Jones, a black city councilor
who is leery of the quote, said he might
accept it if the passage is accompanied by
something more uplifting.
"They had lynching in Georgia,
they hung slaves and burned black
men alive tied to a tree trunk," Jones
said. "But I wouldn't want to see a
statue of that."
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We don't run specials or out our piercings on sale. For the best quality
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9.

Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick

Tuesday, February 20 th
Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo Lighters
Fish Nets

11:00am- 1:30pm
Russell Union
Ballroom Lobby

YOUR

fj University Plaza

Find IUUIY Place
For Fall 2001 Now!

871-4054
test
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ONLY IN AMERICA..

200 potbellied pigs are looking for new homes

Q Michigan

Associated Press

Man wants to use
sheep as lawnmowers

CALEDONIA- Dan Erskine
has a plan for saving this southern
Kent County village some money,
and he isn't at all sheepish about
touting his ewe-nique idea.
Erskine, a member of
Caledonia Village Council, said
the village would save a bundle
on lawn-mowing costs by releasing a flock of sheep on the grounds
of its wastewater-treatment plant.
"They run them out West all
over the place, so there's really no
reason why it can't be done here,"
said Erskine, who floated the idea
to other council members this
week. "They can graze that grass
down as well as we can mow it
down."
Erskine, who was born and
raised on a dairy farm, pitched his
plan to two local farmers, Alan
Steeby and Jim Martin. They told
him that the fence surrounding
theplantissufficientto keep sheep
from going on the lamb.
Erskine and the farmers are
trying to figure out how many of
their sheep are needed to do the
job right and are working out a
"fair trade" of "sheep for grass,"
Erskine told The Grand Rapids
Press for a story Friday.
Martin said the idea sounds
like it would work.
"Why wouldn't it?" he asked.
"There's all kinds of grass (at the
plant). They've got nothing else
to do. They'll just stay in there
and eat."
Don Stypula, environmental
affairs director of the Michigan
Municipal League, laughed when
told about the proposal.
"Mowing with sheep, you
say?" he said. "I think it's creative."
The plan has its skeptics, such
as councilwoman Wendy
Sandstra, who wondered whether
liability and other hazards would

outweigh the benefits of grazing. Others expressed concerns about the odor
of the animals.
"I'm sure they're not going to have
any more odor than the sewer lagoon,"
Erskine reasoned.

^Pennsylvania

Man claims God
told him to murder

Associated Press

PHILIPSBURG.-Amanaccusedof
murder here and in Georgia said God led
him to Pennsylvania and told him to
behead a convenience store clerk.
Eric Jerome Fant, 37, of Memphis,
Tenn., was arraigned Friday afternoon in
Centre County, where he is accused of
kuling50-year-oldAvinashKaushalwith
a machete. Fant was ordered held without
bail in Centre County Prison, and a preliminary hearing was scheduledfor Thursday.
Fant whispered to his attorney and
giggled during the arraignment. Afterward, he told reporters that he was acting
on orders from God when he killed
Kaushal at a Citgo gas station off Interstate 80 in Show Shoe Township on
Sunday morning.
"God guided me here," Fant said.
Asked what God told him to do, Fant
replied: "Cut off his head." Asked if he
was referringto Kaushal, Fant said: "Him
too."
DistrictAttomeyRayGricarsaidFant
had been "very talkative" ever since his
arrest, but would not say whether Fant

had confessed to any of the crimes.
Gricar said Fant's statements should
not*prevent him from being tried.
"Based upon what I know about
Mr. Fant he is competent, and there
would be, I would think, no reason why
we couldn't proceed to have the preurninaryhearingnextThursday/'Gricar
said.
"Legal competence means he
understands what the charges are
against him and he can converse
with his attorney so that his attorney can help defend him. Based
upon all the conversations that Mr.
Fant has had with numerous detectives from New Jersey, Georgia,
Tennessee, here in Centre County,
it's quite clear he understands the
legal predicament he's in and he's
able to talk about these events very
coherently," Gricar said.
Fant was taken to Pennsylvania
after he waived his right to extradition during a brief court appearance via closed circuit television
in Belvidere, N.J., where he had
been held since his arrest Sunday
night along 1-80.
Fant is wanted on charges in
five states, including robbery and
murder in Pennsylvania, murder in
Georgia, aggravated assault in Tennessee and car theft in South Carolina.
Kaushal was in the United
States on a visa from India and had
recently moved to Snow Shoe from
New York City.

Keynote

NORTHFORTMYERS,Fk-Ona
five-acre bit of pig paradise, 400 potbellied poikers have spent their days dipping
in a kiddy pool, burrowing in straw and
snoozing in the bams.
But some of the pigs who have called
the George L. Davis Potbellied Pig Sanctuary home will have to find a new place
to live since one of their caretakers has
become ill with multiple sclerosis.
John and Cindy Harris havebeen able
to find homes for about 50 of the pigs and
can keep caring for about 150, but that
leaves 200 that need to move in the
coming months.
"We could run an ad in the paper and
place every one of them if I didn't care
who they went to, but I do," said Cindy
Harris.
The Harris have run the pig sanctuary
since 1997, and Cindy Harris also runs a
medical records copying service.
But the multiple sclerosis causes her
to periodically lose her vision and the cost
of her medications can be up to $1,000 a

month. There isn't enough money
to pay for the medical expenses
and the $500 a week feed bill for
the pigs.
Her husband said he can take
over his wife's business if she
can no longer work, but they
won't be able to keep caring for

so many pigs, some of whom are
too old or too fat to be adopted.
Since October, the Harris have
been trying to thin their heard.
"I'd like to see them all live
out their lives somewhere, on a
farm or a sanctuary or with a family," John Harris said.

Do you
agree
with Kevin?

Find out at the RAC
Tuesday, February 27th
7:00 pm
Paid Advertisement

HPV PREVENTION
VACCINE STUDY
If you are a woman age 15 to 25 and don't have HPV (human
papiliomavirus) infection or a history of abnormal Pap smears,
you may qualify to participate in a study to determine the safety
and effectiveness of a vaccine intended to prevent HPV
infections. HPV causes genital warts and abnormal Pap smears
and may cause cervical cancer. Benefits of the study include
free Pap smears for 1 1/2 years and free HPV testing.
Participants will be paid for their contributions to the study.
For more information, please contact:
Betty Waters
Georgia Southern University Health Services
(912)681-5484

Alysia Poon or Lynn Allmond, R.N., F.N.P.
Medical College of Georgia
Toll Free: 1-877-643-1414
apoon@mail.mcg.edu or lallmond@mail.mcg.edu
.
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Farai
Chideya
will visit
Georgia Southern

Amplify Your Experience Wtih

7
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on Monday,
February 19th
7:00pm
Russell Union Ballroom
Ms. Chideya is a journalist
and author whose scope goes
from television to print, and
from African-American
issues to punk music.
In 1997, Newsweek named
her to its "Century Club" of
100 people to watch in the
new millennium.
Ms. Chideya'sl995
stereotype-shattering book,
Don't Believe the Hype, is
now in its eighth printing.
Her second book, The Color
of Our Future, is a study of
race through the eyes of 1520 year olds.

She currently does political
commentary for BET News,
CNN, MSNBC and FOX. In
the past, she has anchored
"Pure Oxygen," the primetime show on the Oxygen
women's network started by
Oprah Winfrey.
Ms. Chideya will speak at
7pm in the Russell Union
Ballroom.

The Minority Advisement Program is looking
for student leaders to serve as 2001-2002
MAP sponsors!
Information Sessions will be held at6&7PM
on
February 20th- Union Room 2048 &
February 22th- Union Room 2041
(Applications will be available at the sessions.)

This is a great opportunity to gather leadership
experience. Don't just attend college, get involved!!

For more
information, visit:
www.lostlink.com

Applicants must have a minimum GPA of 2.5 and at
least sophomore status by Fall 2001,

or contact
The Multicultural and
International Student Center
at 681-5409.

For more information, please contact Joyya Smith in The
Multicultural & International Student Center at 681-5409.

s
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Opinions

Our Opinion

it all part of the big plan to beautify our campus?
Georgia Southern is known for having a scenic campus, with
many varieties of vegetation. This effort into making our campus
beautiful is a lot of what appeals students to this campus. However,
the bare stumps all over campus DO NOT look appealing whatsoever.
Does the school plan on replacing these before new students visit for
orientation? Hopefully, they will be replaced by the time spring
arrives. But it still doesn't answer what was wrong with the old

J*k*

The oldest
olde, continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County

M

WHAT CAUSES THE UNIVERSITY TO MAKE THESE OFF THE WALL DECISIONS?

Have you noticed any trees missing lately? Hint, hint: all the
shrubbery aroundcampus.Allofthedecorative shrubs thatsurrounded
the buildings on campus have been chopped to the stump. Besides
cutting down all the shrubs we paid for, Georgia Southern has
decided to take more of our money to buy pine saplings to plant
around campus. Why is that? What was wrong with the shrubs? Is
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Read By Them All

shrubbery?
We also wonder if Georgia Southern's new gazebo will be
complete in time for orientation. The progress seems to be going
well with the actual structure of the gazebo, but the landscape is a
mess. Let's see some bright flowers and plants around the newest
addition to our campus. Which brings us to another point, what about
the new signs at all ofthe entrances? They' ve been under construction
since last semester and still, they are not finished. With orientation
fast approaching, lots of people will be lost if the signs are not in place
to point the visitors in the right direction.
Georgia Southern is using all this money to better our campus.
However, if no one is pleased when they come for orientation, what's
the point of spending all that money? Not that we're complaining
about the efforts they're taking to improving the campus, we
appreciate that. Nevertheless, we are questioning the motives behind
the decisions and the slow progress in all projects that Georgia
Southern undertakes.
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Reparations for slavery Ever hear the term,
are not merited
'God Complex'?
CHRIS

It seems that
several
members of
the
black
community,
including
Johnny
Cochran, are
rallying

BRENNANIANbehind the
cause
of
awarding blacks reparations for
slavery. They say that the
United States government
"owes" them for using them for
slave labor.
Here's a list of proposed
reparations right now.
Land redistribution.
Tax breaks.
Free college tuition.
Direct
monetary
compensation.
One individual who is
sheparding the cause says that
the US government could owe
more than a trillion dollars.
Let's
have
a
history
lesson.Slavery is probably the
second oldest profession. The
moment one civilization
realized that they could get
another one to do their work for
them let the proverbial cat out
for the rest of human history.
Make no mistake, slavery still
occurs all over the world. Just
because it doesn't happen in
Europe or the US doesn't mean
it's over and done with.My point
is, it has and will go on for
many many years, and will
continue years after all of the
last group to be subjected to
slavery. Blacks are neither the
first nor the last.
I have a quick question. Who
are we going to take money or
land for thereparations from?
The government? I don't think
so. The only money that the
government has comes from the
tax payers. I have another quick
question. Are we just going to
be targeting whites? Because

whites were not the only slave You want to honor your
oweners in the united states. If ancestors? Great. Open
this group does succeed in museums and educate people.
But to tell me, a white man, that
getting its
reparations, are blacks I owe you money, or anything
going to be subjected to paying for that matter, because your
up as well? Why shouldn't they. great great grand cousin may or
As I said, blacks did own slaves may not have been a slave is
alongside the whites, and while beyond ridiculous, its down
whites did go and get the right stupid.
Africans, don't think for a
White America owes black
minute that the Africans didn't America nothing.
help out a whole lot. They were
That's right, read that again
traded with. They were given . if you have to. I refuse to pay
goods for their own kind. Will up for the supposed sins of my
reparations be sought from ancestors.
And if the
African nations? I doubt it. No, government caves into these
my friends, these individuals vultures, then guess what, I'm
are duping a good many into leaving. I like this country.
believing that it's a cut and dry Heck, I love this country. But I
case of "whites oppressing the have no desire to a part of a
backs."
country whose government
So these members of the gives into the greedy whims of
black community basically want people who can't move forward
white America to give them and let the past be just that. The
money. That's what it boils past. I refuse to salute a flag
down to, right? A group that I that might tell me that I'm going
feel does not accurately to be screwed because someone
represent the majority of blacks with the same skin color as me
wants more money. You know "owned" someone with a
what? I would be all for it if different skin color.
there was a population of former
I have never owned a slave.
slaves. I really would. They Tell me who I owe again?
would deserve it. It's not for
Take the Georgia flag down
and keep the confederate
someone to be a slave.
Never has been. But do me symbol off. Not only is it racist
a favor really quick. Stop but it's the sign of a group of
reading this column for a second jerks that got their tails kicked
to count how many former or into oblivion by a better side.
current slaves you know. No That's right. It's the symbol of
cheating, they have to be living. losers and racists. It needs to
Are you done? Now, unless go.
you know someone who is
But do not tell me that I
incredibly old, I'll bet you don't owe you a damn thing because
know a one. Zero.So what is all of something that was abolished
of this all about?
more than a century before my
Simple.
birth.
. Greed. Greed in all of its
I just wish these "leaders"
ugly, obnoxious glory. These would actually stand up and do
people don't give a lick about some leading for everyone
righting past wrongs. No. They instead of pushing the racial
want to pay less taxes and get divide even further.
more free stuff just like the rest
Chris Brennaman is an award
of us, only they've found a winning columnist. He canbe reached
bogus cause to stand behind. atGSU lcon@hotmail.com
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I was in an
interview the

that faculty member's own
department, and all the V.P.
otherda m
faculty member to do
m
m- s e c y.'n yd isaskstellthat
the student to call him,
» interview and the faculty member, who
with
that sees that student four or five
■FT f company. times each week, doesn't tell
BJH
Everything him?
was
going
It just does not make sense
RANDY
well. So well, that a member of the faculty of
DOBSON in fact, that the" this university, the same
Senior Vice university at which I have
President of Operations, after amassed close to $30,000 in debt
explaining what the position in order to complete my degree,
entailed and that, in fact, he and the same university that I
was creating that position for have come to love, would do
me, said something like, this. We are talking about one's
"Well, Randy, if this sounds future career, and the man can't
like something you'd want to take the time to even send me an
do, I will go ahead and put email to let me know that
together an offer package for someone has tried to reach me?
you that I think you'd like."
There is only one word I can
"Okay, I said. I look think of to describe this type of
forward to hearing from you a person, this type of man: sorry.
next week." And then the real I could use the term ostentatious,
issue was brought to my or arrogant, or egotistic, or even
attention.
ignorant really, but sorry says
"By the way, Randy, what enough.
in the hell took you so long to
You know, when students
get back in touch with me?" and professors do not get along,
And thea he explained to me the student has to go way out of
that he had misplaced my the way so as not to piss him
resume after our first off, to "walk softly", if you will.
interview, which is why he Well, I can tell you this: I am far
had called a certain member from perfect, folks, and I have
of the faculty here, at Georgia more faults than southern
Southern University, and left California. However, to be so
three messages on voice mail, self-absorbed,
and
so
asking this faculty member to inexhaustibly pompous, as to
contact me and let me know think that you wield that much
that the V.P. was trying to get power, to decide which students
in touch with me.
will and which ones will not
Okay, I'll be honest. At find jobs, well, that is probably
first, I was somewhat confused a huge burden to bear.
because it was somewhat
I was so embarrassed when
difficult to believe. I mean, a this V.P. told me what had
potential employer, a senior happened, both for myself, and
vice president of the largest also for Georgia Southern
company of its kind east of the University, that I even tried to
Mississippi, contacts a faculty cover for the guy. "Well, sir, he
member, to tell him he wants is awfully busy. Maybe he has
to hire one of the students in been traveling."
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"Hell. That's no excuse!"
he said. "Even I return phone
calls, Randy. All he had to do
was call you, or even'call me.
Anyhow, it's a good thing you
just happened to call. I'll get
that offer together for you.
Talk to you next week."
Even the V.P. knew that
what the professor did was
wrong. I'm telling you, that
was a most embarrassing
moment, and I will never
forget what this professor
nearly cost me. And, just to
make certain I wasn't
overreacting, I asked a couple
of guys in my major and
another professor what they
thought about the situation.
Needless to say, they would
have been angry as well. But,
none of them were surprised
that this, professor had done
this.
And therein is the saddest
part of this whole thing.
People expect things like this
from this professor. But, for
the life of me, I wonder how
someone like this is a
professojr...a teacher. You
see, in my opinion, teachers
should care about their
students. Sure, there are some
people who may never get
along, but that doesn't justify
this man's actions...nothing
does. Period.
I am no longer angry. Of
that you can be assured. But I
will do something about this.
It's a little funny how, while
we are students, the school
doesn't really listen to us. But,
once we become alumni, and
are giving money, how the
words we speak suddenly
carry some weight? Well, I
graduate in May.
Randy Dabson can be reached for
commentatreddison2000@netscape.net

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from people both inside and outside the
GSU community. All
copies submitted

should be typed (double-spaced,
Slease), preferably on Macintosh
isk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must

be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any submission.
There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether
or not to print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available
basis.
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Abracapocus performs musical This weekend's student one-acts a success
magic at the Mellow Mushroom By Amanda Permenter

Staff Writer
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Abracapocus graced the back of
the Mellow Mushroom Friday night
with a performance that singer Sam
Aranson believes to be one oftheir best
yet.
The band is getting tons of support
from the small but growing community of music lovers who want a better
jam scene to arise in Statesboro.
Abracapocus consists of GSU students
Aranson, ConnorO'MalleyJohnPost,
Chris Elliot, and Scott Elmor.
"Our goal is to create music so that
the kids can dance," Aranson said. All
the kids were surely dancing by the
night's end on Friday. The crowd was
the usual group of heads that like to
come out and boogie while getting
their drink on.
The band played many new songs
that they have written recently, like
"Valencia," an instrumental that was
catchy enough that words were neither
needed nor missed.
The band's music has a nice reggae
feel to it that remained strong throughout both sets and kept all viewers were
in dance mode. When the guys covered
"2001," a Deodato original (more popularly regarded as a Phish tune) the
crowd cheered and begged for more.
During their set break, Aranson
was still pumped up and ready to keep
going. He and the famous Jeff from
Kwijibo, another Statesboro favorite
jam band, joined to play a couple songs
together. The band's rendition of
"Blackwater" had everyone screaming for some of that funky Dixieland
music.

David Whiddon

THE MAGIC OF MUSIC: In playing at the Mellow Mushroom
Friday night, Abracapocus continued to help bring the music
scene alive in Statesboro.
Abracapocus wrapped up the night
with one more reggae jam, as Aranson
belted out, "Legalize it, then herbalize
it," from atop the stage at the 'Shroom.
The entire weekend was a musical
success, with a Saturday night performance by Kwijibo at the Mellow Mushroom. Although Statesboro does not
have a large scene with bands that
would rather frequent towns like Athens, we do get talented students that
love getting together to provide us with
enough noise to dance the nights away.
The only reason larger bands don't
come around often is the fact that there
is not a big enough venue for them to
play, like the Georgia Theatre in Athens or the Variety Playhouse in Atlanta. However, bigger is not always
necessarily better. The small bands
and smaller venues in Statesboro provide for an intimate feeling of family
when th6 same faces are seen on a

weekly basis and the guys in the bands
are friends and not huge rock stars.
They are the ones you sit next to in
class, or the guys that will party with
you after the show.
With bands like Abracapocus,
Kwijibo, and Rubin gracing our favorite bars and restaurants, the music scene
could very well reach new plateaus
that may attract a wider variety of
prospective students interested in attending GSU.
The three bands are currently discussing a free music festival that may
take place in March at Blind Willie's.
Abracapocus will also be playing
at the Rotunda on Earth Day, which is
sometime in late April.
For more information on upcoming performances, call the Mellow
Mushroom or Blind Willie's, or contact a band member about playing in
your backyard.

MiddleGround is a 'chemistry experiment on stage'

* By Travis Jones
Staff Writer

The crowd of fans gathered at Hori' zons Friday night had the privilege of
rocking out to a budding band that's definitely making a name for themselves. In
\i only their second public performance,
Statesboro's own MiddleGround proved
that people want to see a new, talented
-*» rockbandwithouthavingtohear50cover
songs.
MiddleGround, featuring vocalist/
< guitarist Bob Davis, guitarist Michael
Avant, bassist Matt Yogus, and drummer
Josh Roberts, is a chemistry experiment
, on stage, melding pop hooks and simple
* hard rock that brew and explode into a
lively stage show. It's this successful
blend of pop shine and rock grit that earn
■ * the band its name.
The band, who cites Collective Soul
and Creed as influences, pounded out
\ eight originals, most notably a "jam" song

so the audience didn't have to go
home with the death and suicide on
"Thinking inside the box" was
their minds.
the caption gracing the front of the
"Hard Candy," a satirical comedy
program for this year's student
about the hiring practices of an
directed one-act plays, which took
influential company, was directed
place last Thursday, Friday, and
by graduate student Michael Abbot.
Saturday evenings.
The play was
The Theater
Abbot's
first
and Performance
attempt
at
"THE ONE-ACTS ARE A GREAT INTRODUCTION
Department
directing and
FOR STUDENTS COMING INTO THEATER."
annually presents a
proved
quite
series of one-act
impressive.
-MICAL WHITAKER
plays directed and
"It
was
performed
by
intense," Abbot
theater students. The acts were murmuring of madness to piercing said after the show. "We had a bit of
completely organized by students cries of desperation.
a bad dress rehearsal yesterday, but
under the supervision of theater
"For Colored Girls" was directed the actors just rocked tonight. I was
professor Mical Whitaker.
by Ericka Jones & Kaeisha Generette, really pleased."
"The one-acts are a great and was performed completely by
For Mills Garwood, an actor in
introduction for students coming into African American women. The act "Hard Candy," this was his first play
theater," Whitaker said.
consisted mainly of story-like at GSU.
The student-directors even chose monologues from each of the
"It's an adrenaline rush," Garwood
which plays to perform, or as characters. Each of the actresses stated after a very successful opening
Whitaker put it, "the plays chose conveyed their lines with heartfelt night, "and it's something I love todo."
them." Everyone agreed upon the sincerity and even some tears. The
Apparently, every actor loved their
choices and sequence of the acts, and production of "For Colored Girls" job, because there was an atmosphere
spent three to four weeks from that left the audience with mixed feelings of dedication and ambition throughout
point preparing to perform.
of pride and pain.
each performance. If you missed the
This year's picks were
The directors, acknowledging the one-acts at the Black Box theater, be
"Funnyhouse of a Negro" by tragic nature of the first two acts, sure to make a date to see the Kentucky
Adrienne Kennedy, "For Colored thankfully resolved to place "Hard Cycle, which starts February 29 at
Girls who have Considered Suicide/ Candy" at the end of the performance, McCroan Auditorium.
when the Rainbow is Enuff" by
Ntozake Shange, and "Hard Candy,"
a bit of comic relief by Jonathan
Rand.
The one-acts were presented in
the Black Box Theater, which
provided for an extremely intimate
environment for both the actors to
a bright future for
perform and the audience to watch.
you and your baby
"Funnyhouse of a Negro" was
independerrtadoptioncenter.com
directed by Melanie Kitchens, and
1(404)321-6900
exaggerates the tragedy of a woman's
1(800)877-6736
mental struggle with her own mixed
ethnicity. The act was tied together
with a poetic twist supplied by
INbEPENbENT
Deshawn Miller's recital of
AbOPTION
"Madhouse" by Calvin C. Henrton
Christina, age 6 months, lovingly placed in open
adoption at her birth, visiting her birthroom. Seta
CslZrx (tZf\licensed'/nonprofit
as the play opened, and Langston
Hughes' "Me and the Mule" in
Staff Writer

* By Janis Pitman
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that starts out floaty and becomes surprisingly heavy with Davis and Avant trading
guitar solos, "Once Around the Sun" with
Roberts' token rock drum solo finale, and
"Poor Tom," a song Davis wrote in
astronomy class.
The four GSU students say it's this
energy along with their heart for making
music and entertaining fans that's fueling
their desire to make themselves known
outside the Statesboro area. "We're doing
thisforus and forourfiiends," Avant said.
Judging from the crowd Friday night, it
looks as though they're satisfying their
friends and luring new ones.
MiddleGround is planning prospective gigs in Macon and Augusta and seeks
to share the bill with other local favorites,
including Jennifer Nettles. They are also
working on promotion, including an upcoming web address.
"You have to keep proactive and promote yourself," Avant said. "Because of

closing.

The actors were genuine in their
roles, and the nearly choreographed
movements of each character were
immaculate. Incredible emotion was
conveyed through this act, as the
script called for anything from

Open Adoption
/

/ Since 1982

AmericaReads
CHALLENGE

i

LaVene Bell

STATESBORO'S

OWN:

MiddleGround rockedatHorizons
Friday night for friends and fans.

a small mindset, less bands make it"
Contact
the
band
at
middlegroimdmusic@hotmail.com.

Got Questions? Visit us at:

www.gasou.edu/health
Does your student
organization need money?
Your Student Government Association is now
accepting applications for fund request. Your
organizations can receive up to $500.
i r
Applications Available at:
Student Government Association Office
Room 2007 Russell Union
For More Information: contact Francesca Evans
V.P. of Finance at 618-0655

Applications are currently being
accepted for tutors for the
America Reads Challenge Program.
America Reads Challenge Program
is designed to promote literacy for
children in kindergarten through the
third grade in Bulloch County.
The program seeks highly motivated
and interested Georgia Southern
University students to work a
minimum of 10 hours per week.

What are the
Qualifications for Tutors?
• Minimum GPA of 2.5
• Eligible for the Federal College Work
Study Program
• The desire and ability to work with
children
If you are interested, pick up an application today!
Applications are available at
The Office of Educational Opportunity Programs
Room 1026 • Williams Center
Call 681-5458 for more information.
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Eagles overthrow Spartans to earn second in SoCon

G-A News Service

Georgia Southern freshman Kenny
Faulk sank three free throws in the
final eight seconds en route to a career-high 18 points as the Eagles held
off a late rally by the UNC Greensboro to hand the Spartans their first
loss of the season in Fleming Gym,
72-68, Saturday afternoon in aregionally-televised Southern Conference
matchup on FOX Sports Net South.
Georgia Southern (12-13, 8-6
SoCon) made eight of 12 free throws
in the final 1:35 to preserve its eighth
win in the last 11 games and remain
in a three-way tie for second place in
the Southern Conference's South Division. UNCG (15-10, 9-5) fell two
games back of North Division leader
East Tennessee State with two regu-

Lady
Eagles
split pair
of wins
against
JSU
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lar-season contests remaining.
The Eagles held the lead for the
first 32-plus minutes of the game
before UNCG's David Schuck tied
the game at 51-all on a pair of free
throws with 7:54 left in the game.
His dunk on the next possession gave
the Spartans their first lead, and a Jay
Joseph basket gave the Spartans thenbiggest lead at 57-53 with only 6:26
remaining.
But the Eagles would battle back,
putting together an 11-0 run to reclaim the lead. A Julius Jenkins dunk
capped the spurt at the 2:58 mark,
giving Georgia Southern a sevenpoint advantage at 64-57. The Spartans countered with a Nathan
Jameson 3-pointer to get to within
four before Sean Peterson's two free

throws put the Eagles up six with
1:35 remaining. UNCG answered
with a 3-point play by Courtney
Eldridge, and after Georgia
Southern's Frank Bennett made oneof-two free throws, the Spartans
pulled to within 67-65 on Schuck's
tip-in with :38 showing on the clock.
But the Eagles made five free
throws in the final 33 seconds, including one each by Peterson and
Todd Shipley. Greensboro got as
close as one on Jameson's third 3pointer of the game with 13 seconds
left, but Faulk knocked down two
free throws with eight seconds left
and sank one-of-two with just 0.4
remaining on the clock.
"I thought we took advantage of
our quickness on the boards and we did

a good job defending Jameson, especially in the first half," said GSU coach
Jeff Price. "Hopefully, we're starting
to get over the hump at the right time
heading into the tournament."
Georgia Southern outrebounded,
the Spartans 46-26, the largest deficit on the boards for UNCG since
being outrebounded 46-25 at West
Virginia November 25.
Faulk led all scorers with 18
points. Kashien Latham posted his
11 th double-double of the season with
13 points and 11 rebounds. Peterson
had 15 points and Jenkins finished
with .10.
Georgia Southern takes on Furman
Monday, February 19 at 7:30 pm. in
Hanner Fieldhouse in the Eagles' final home game of the season.

THREE WAY TIE:
The
Eagles
defeated UNCG on
Saturday
and
earned second
place
in
the
Southern
Conference South
Division along with
two other teams.
The Eagles next
take on Furman
tonight in theirfinal
home game of the
season.
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Jill Bumham

Eagles lose first games
of season against Tech

"Meghan played a crucial role for
us, both offensively and defensively,"
said Kirkland. "She hit the ball well,
and she also kept us in the ball game
with spectacular play in right field.
Without her catch in the sixth inning, By John Seaton
score on a looping single to center by
two hits.
that game would have been tied and Staff Writer
"I thought David Ray pitched very
Teixeira making the score 7-0.
\
(Jacksonville State) would have a
Tech would score another run in the*,
well in the early going," said Eagles
A great amount ofanticipation came
runner at third with one out. She with top-ranked Georgia Tech's visit heda coach Rodney Hennon.
top of the seventh to extend their lead to
certainly made a huge difference in to Statesboro this weekend to take on
He appeared to be cruising in the
8-0. The score would remain at that
this game."
fifth recording the first two outs quickly.
until the bottom of the eighth when •
the Georgia Southern baseball team.
In the opener, Blazi's RBI single The Jackets proved they were more
Ray was then only one strike away
Georgia Southern threatened to make ■*
in the top of the seventh inning broke than worthy of their number one rankgame out of it. Dayrrl Stephens would
from getting out of the inning against
a 0-0 tie and gave GSU what could ing, breaking out the brooms and earn- Tech centerfielder Wes Rynders, but
smack a double down the right field
G-A News Service
have potentially been the game-win- ing a two game sweep of the Eagles.
Rynders was able to fight off several
line, and pinch hitter James Payne*
ner, but in the bottom half of the Tech won game one on Saturday 23-3
pitches before managing an infield hit.
would drive him in with a single to
In only her fourth career start,
inning with a runner aboard, Buck and took game two on Sunday 10-2.
Ray was then able to get lead-off hitter center. An errorand apassed ball would
freshman Janice Savage tossed a onehit a one-out home run
Matthew Boggs in the hole 0-2, but
move Payne to third where he would bef
The Eagles were greeted rudely by
hitter en route to a 3-1
over the left-center field the Yellow Jackets on Saturday in front
driven in by Matt Herring. The Eagles
Boggs fought back and drew a walk.
win over Jacksonville
fence to give the Lady of a J.I. Clements stadium record crowd Tech's second baseman Lewis would
would load the bases but were unable
State Saturday afterGamecocks the 2-1 win.
to get the hit they needed to draw any**follow with a single driving in Rynders,
of 2,071 people. Georgia Tech scored
noon at University
Junior
Aimee one run in the first and two in the
closer. Tech would score two more in
and then Tech third baseman Mark
Field. The win salvaged
Littlejohn (0-2) was second to take a 3-0 lead, but the fourth Teixeira would deal a major blow to
ninth to pad their lead and close out the
a split for the day, as
handed the loss despite inning would be the time when the
the Eagles. Teixeira; the NCAA nagame.
»■
Georgia
Southern
another respectable out- Yellow Jackets broke out.
dropped the first game
ing. She carried a no-hitGeorgia Tech would send nine
2-1 after JSU's Lauren
ter into the fifth inning batters to the plate in the inning,
Buck,hit a two-run
before Tomey singled to while scoring six runs on five hits in
homer in the bottom of
left to give the Lady , the inning. Techjunior Richard Lewis
the seventh inning.
Gamecocks one of its four would deal the big blow in the inThe 3-1 victory in
hits of the day. Tomey led ning, a triple off the wall in center.
game two gave Savage
the hosts with a 2-for-3 The triple would be a part of a big
her first career win. She
effort, and it was her single day for the second baseman as he
carried a no-hitter into
in the bottom of the sev- went 5-for-7, while also hitting for
the sixth inning before
enth that set Buck up for the cycle.
the Lady Gamecocks
her game-winning homer.
Tech would continue to pour it
(1-1) registered their
Littlejohn finished her on in the sixth inning scoring five
only hit and run of the
four-hitter with two runs more runs on three hits along with a
contest. The run, howallowed, one walk and Georgia Southern error. Georgia
ever, was unearned for
four strikeouts. She also Southern would manage to get on
Savage as she finished
led the Eagles at the plate the board in the sixth putting up a trio
her complete game outby going 3-for-3. Jill of runs.
ing allowing no earned
Wilcoxson (1-0) earned
Second baseman Brandon
runs and striking out
the win after giving up six Burnsed would reach on a fielders'
one.
hits, one run, and striking choice, and third baseman Carlos
LaVene Bell
The win broke a
four-game losing streak SPLIT WEEKEND: The Lady Eagles lost to out four in a complete- Love would advance to first after
strike three got away from Tech
for the Eagles (2-8), and Jacksonville State Saturday morning, but defeated game effort.
LaVene Bel!*
Georgia Southern will catcher Tyler Parker setting up seit marked the first time them Saturday afternoon, bringing the Eagles'
FIRST LOST: The defending SoCon Champions lost their first two
return to action on Friday nior DHScottHenley. Henley would
GSU has beaten the record to 2-8.
games to number one ranked Georgia Tech Saturday and Sunday
when it hosts the first of deliver the hit the Eagles needed
Lady Gamecocks since
at Clements stadium.
*
two consecutive tourna- driving a double deep into the right
the 1993 season. Jackments. The third annual GSU/Reebok centerfield gap scoring Burnsed and
tional player of the year in 2000, blasted
"They have a really good team,"
Correia led the Eagles by going
sonville State had won the 10 previInvitational will welcome in four Love. Sophomore Matt Herring would
his third homerun season over the right
said Eagle freshman Brandon Burnsed.•
2-for-3 with.two runs. Buteven more
ous meetings.
teams - Samford, Coastal Carolina, then slap a single to right field to score
"We really wanted to play better. We' 11
centerfield wall to give Tech a 4-0
"Janice pitched a great game, and stellar was her play in right field, in
Middle Tennessee State and Jack- Henley. Those three runs would be all
just have to have a few good days of
lead.
it's good to get back into the win which she robbed Tina Hill of a hit in
sonville State - for the three day the Eagles were able to manage in the
The Yellow Jackets would go back
practice and get ready for our next,
column," said Georgia Southern head the first inning with a diving catch.
round-robin tourney. The Eagles will game.
to work at the plate in the sixth putting
game."
*
coach Kelley Kirkland. "Janice And then in the sixth with the score
face their first opponents on Friday
Hennon agreed with Burnsed, but
showed a lot of poise out there on the 2-1 and a runner on first, she snagged
The Yellow Jackets would score a up 3 more runs. Designated hitter Derik
in the likes of Samford (3 p.m.) and one run in both the seventh and the
Goffena would lead off with a triple to
he also gave Georgia Tech credit.
mound against a good hitting team." a sure triple out of the air with a
Coastal Carolina (5 p.m.) followed eighth innings, but seven more runs in
"They are a good team baseball*'
right-center, and he would be followed
The Eagles didn't waste any time diving over-the-shoulder catch that
by the catcher Parker, who would knock
team, and they do a lot of things well,"
giving Savage runs to work with. all but thwarted JSU's come-back by MTSU (1 p.m.) and JSU (3 p.m.) the ninth inning would add insult to
on Saturday.
him in with a single to center. Parker he said. "I still feel good about our
injury as the Eagles fell 23-3.
Freshman Meghan Correia scored effort.
would be caught stealing, but Rynders
team. We just have to come back ancj,
Game two on Sunday would stay
and Boggs were both able to reach
nave a good day of practice before
close much longer than the game on
base again on an error and hit respecJackonsville (a 4:00 game Wednesday
Saturday. Eagle pitcher David Ray
tively.
Rynders
would
score
on
a
sacin Statesboro). There is still a lot ok
would
silence
the
Georgia
Tech
bats
in
The Associated Press
Earnhardt, running fourth, grazed
rifice fly by Lewis, and Boggs would
baseball yet to be played."
the first four innings giving up only
Dale Earnhardt, one of the greatest Sterling Marlin's car, crashed into the
stars in auto racing history, died Sun- wall at the high-banked fourth turn
day from injuries in a last-lap crash at going about 180 mph, and was smacked
hard by Ken Schrader.
the Daytona 500.
Earnhardt's death was the biggest
The seven-time Winston Cup champion had to be cut out of his car after blow to auto racing since three-time
slamming into the wall on the final turn Formula One champion Ayrton Senna
of the race while fighting for position. He was killed in the San Marino Grand
was taken to the hospital accompanied Prix in Imola, Italy, in 1994.
By Suzanne Spires
record by hitting eight out of nine for extended periods of time, but she *
Neil Bonnett, one of Earnhardt's
by his son, Dale Jr., a young NASCAR
Staff Writer
three-pointers in a game against isverydedicatedtoplayingandshootbest friends, was killed that same year
star who finished second in the race.
Appalachian
State, a game that was ing her best when she can get in the *
If
you
have
gone
to
any
of
the
"This is understandably the tough- in practice for the Daytona500. Rodney
her
career
high,
and best moment game.
*
GSU
women's
basketball
games,
est announcement I've ever had to Orr died in a wreck three days later,
in
basketball.
Just
two
weeks
ago,
then
you
have
probably
seen
Alie
When
asked
what
he
felt
about
make. We've lost Dale Earnhardt," also in practice, and was the last driver
Rousseau, #3. Alie, 5'9" and a Alie was named Southern Confer- Alie, Coach Cram said, "She's got
Special Photo
NASCAR president Mike Helton said. killed at the track until Earnhardt's
junior,
has been playing basketence Player of the Week. To this a piercing shot, and we're glad to i
A
SAD
LOSS:
Nascar
great
Earnhardt died instantly of head accident.
have her on our team."
ball
since
eighth
grade.
She
signed
she says, "Yea, I like shooting."
Dale
Earnhardt
died
Sunday
"NASCAR has lost its greatest driver
injuries, said Steve Bohannon, a docAlie
is
facing
a
couple
of
physical
with
Georgia
Southern
during
the
The feeling seems to be mutual.
in
the
final
lap
of
the
Daytbna
ever, and I personally have lost a great
tor at Halifax Medical Center.
early
period
after
earning
three
setbacks
this
year
though.
She
has
Alie
said that she likes Georgia.
500.
His
son
finished
second
friend,"
NASCARchairman
Bill
France
"There was nothing that could have
been
having
problems
with
her
shoulvarsity
letters
in
basketball
at
DouSouthern
and is "confident about
place.
Jr. said.
been done for him," he said.
der
and
knees,
but
she
is
not
letting
glas
High
School
in
Parkland,
FL.
the
team's
game." This Saturday
It was the second major wreck in
The death comes at a time that
that
stop
her.
Head
coach
of
the
She
was
also
voted
team
MVP
as
a
the
GSU
women's
basketball team ~
on
his
20th
try.
driver safety issues were under in- five years in the race for Earnhardt, a
women's
basketball
team,
Rusty
senior,
helping
her
team
to
a
19-5
took
on
Greensboro
and Alie
Earnhardt was the leader among
creased scrutiny. Three NASCAR driv- driver known for his aggressiveness oh
Cram,
said
that
she
is
fighting
these
record.
Rousseau
was
there
to
help
the team
the track. He flipped wildly on the active Winston Cup drivers with 76
ers were killed inwrecks last season.
physical
setbacks
by
spending
half
an
Last
year
Alie
broke
the
Georto
a
great
victory
and
a
leap
to the
The accident happened a half-mile backstretch near the end of the race in career victories. He also had the most
hour
or
so
training
before
and
after
gia
Southern
record
and
fell
one
first
place
in
the
Southern
Confer*
1997 butwas not seriously hurt. He victories at Daytona International
from the finish of the NASCAR seashort
of
a
Southern
Conference
practice.
She
may
not
be
able
to
play
ence.
son-opener, won bv Michael Waltrip. came back to win the race the next year Speedway, 34.
Georgia Southern's first two runs,
starting in the opening frame when
reached home off a Stacie Cooper
single. Correia scored again in the
third to give the visitors a 2-0 lead
when Savage helped her own cause
with an RBI single to left.
Jacksonville State plated its lone
run of the game after committing a
two-base error that put Carrie Parker
on second. Parker made her way to
third on a groundout and scored on a
fielder's choice, as Kelly Blazi's
throw from to the plate wasn't in
time. Two batters later, Andrea
Tomey broke the no-hitter with her
two-out single to left.

Racing legend dies in final lap

All 11616 Ol 1116 W66K1

Alie Rousseau
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Classifieds, etc

Today's Quote
If God had really intended
men to fly, he'd make it easier to
get to the airport.
- George Winters
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t>< Crossword
ACROSS
1 Grow older
4 Prison chambers
9 China from
Stoke-on-Trent
14 Demented
15 Self-evident truth
16 Birch relative
17 Mo. for Leos
18 Long narrow
crest
19 Ashley and
Wynonna's mom
20 Traps
22 Thrilling
24 Avenue crasser
25 Louver
26 Worry
28 Clumsily written
33 Cicatrix
36 Ruckus
38 Van Gogh's "
Night"
39 Logan and
Fitzgerald
41 Scand. country
43 "__ So Vain"
44 Makes a new knot
46 Actor Kilmer
48 Polanski film

n
* <%

49
51
53
55
59
63

m

Come from
Sound system
Bombard
Scant
Advocate
Weather
phenomenon
i 64 'The _
Sanction"
65 Outspoken
67 out (be a
couch potato)

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Accumulate
Thin and bony
Mystery writer's
award
Vocation

3

2

4

» I f

•5

16
18

20

21

?G
34

62

64
68
71

1

51

Lived
Cover
Theater sections
Gets a noseful
Inviolability
Assessor's map
Nose alert

12 Actress Moore
13_theRed
21 Hold oneself
back
23 Grub
27 Soft metal
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STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student
newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the
• editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Student
Media
Committee,
the
administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The GeorgeAnne is published three times weekly during
the academic year and five times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may also send electronic
messages to the newspaper staff by visiting
our web site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023,
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681 5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)
or 912/486-7113 (Fax)
The George-Anne reserves the right to
refuse any advertisement.

DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended
publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample

publications, contact: Brooks Clements,
Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418;
or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort
to present correct and completeMnformation
in advertisements. However, the advertiser
is responsible for proofing the ad upon
publication and should notify the newspaper
immediately in the event of an error. The
newspaper is not responsible for any errors
in advertisements and its liability for
adjustments is limited to the amount of
space the error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible for any
damages caused due to an ad's omission
from a particular edition and its responsibility
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next
regular edition at the regular advertising
rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students; faculty and staff must be non-
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CADILLAC DEVILLE '94 Black exterior with
tan leather interior, power everything, wood
grain trim, good condition, above average
mileage, a must see. Mike or David 8717295

57

58

COMPUTER FOR sale Acer 686 56K
modem, windows 95, ms office,
encyclopedia, cool games, svga monitor,
call Jeff 681-2139 $250

"

NINTENDO 64 selling as a set only. 14
games, 4 controllers. Includes Zelda 1 and
2. Golden-Eye and Mario Kart $230 or best
offer. 489-8073

1/24/01

90 Education
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FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun.
On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/
funstuff/
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58
59
60
61

Scoundrel
Injurious plant
Opportune
Fairy-tale
monster
62 Represent
66 Cleveland pro

commercial in nature and submitted in
writing, with the name of the sender, local
address, and phone number. No free ads
taken via telephone - at this price we
don't take dictation. One free ad per
person per week. Commercial classified are
20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per
insertion.
CIRCULATION
INFORMATION:
Subscription rates for home delivery of The
George-Anne are $35 per semester, or $60
per year, delivered by third class mail.
Please address all inquiries to Courtney
Williams, Business Manager. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the
Georgia Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or
acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies
from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors
will seek to have any person(s) who
removes more than the authorized number
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them AM" - from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob
and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

20 Announcements
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for 4
bedroom, 2 bath in Players Club. No
deposit, reduced rent to $220 per month.
Call 770-631-2902

140 Help Wanted
GSU UPWARD BOUND seeks Resident
Manager for Summer. Experience,
bachelors. $2000. Apply: Williams Center
1026 or 681-5458. By March 16th.
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS Earn $3000$7000+ and gain valuable business
experience working for Georgia Southern's
Official Campus Telephone Directory.
Excellent advertising, sales, and marketing
opportunity. GREAT RESUME BOOSTER!
Call Renee at AroundCampus, Inc. 1-800466-2221
ext
334.
www.aroundcampus.com.

220 Rentals & Real
Estate
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BY RANDY REGIER

THEY LOOK LIKE THE
FABRIC FROM AESOPS^
SHIRT.

1

." dctih
c( *<n..

YOV) WEIRD ME OUT WITtf
THESE FREAKED OUT
COMMENTS YOU MAKE.1TS
LIKE You LIVE IN SOME
CHEESY LITTLE CARToatf
WORLD OK

SOMETHlNfe

STEREO SYSTEM 2 Rockford 8 inch subs
in box. Alpine CD, 2 Infinity 6x9, Legacy
600watt amp, kenwood 200 watt amp, will
separate- make offer 681 -6991
RCA HOME stereo for sale. CD player, dual
cassett, remote control, 27 inch 3 way
speakers. $100 or best offer. 489-8073
FOR SALE Sony Desktop Stereo in great
condition $200 call 681-3303.

290 Travel
SPRING BREAK Panama City Beach,
Daytona, South Beach, Fl. Best Parties,
Hotels and Condos. Lowest prices!
www.myspringbreak.net (800) 575-2026.
SPRING BREAK 2nd Semester Specials!!!
Cancun from $439 with the most reliable
air. Meals and drinks available. Space
limited, call today. Group o/ganizers travel
FREE!!
1-800-SURFS-UP
or
www.studentexpress.com.
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1 -800-426-7710
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Rip Us Off.

That's right — you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you — and not your folks
— actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
— no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.
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SUBLEASE AVAIL May through Aug. in

www2gasou.edu/registrar/
leadership.html

y
Car-

S*WITB» IRlMpkllfeAlftUNrVet MSfe»fllW&

Towne Club apartments one bedroom
private bath in three bedroom townhouse
1/3 utl and reduced rent. Call 681-2212

pack or visit on-llns sunsplashtours.com

SERIOUS BASS player looking for band.

HftvffT.
WtfWWDL

APARTMENTS AND houses for rent.
Available in August. No pets.
James Hood, 764-6076.

Leadership/Service Awards presented

Student Speaker for Honors Day: Honors
Day Committee accepting nominations.
Visit the Registrar's web page...
http://www2.gasou.edu/registrar/.

^HlttMttlKIHr

noKiMstiesrott
ruetofti

SUBLEASE FOR summer. Payers Club 3
bed, 2 bath, townhouse $285/mo will be
avail for fall. For info. 681-3218

*V *V >SP *"V *V
SPRING BREAK 2001

HOME THEATER 5 piece speaker system.
Bose front end KLH rear excellent sound in
home theater set-up. $275 obo 489-5604
for details.

l&OvTTtf BFKIiBJf Ifctolf IWTOWM.

BERMUDA RUN apartment bedroom with
private bath for immediate rent. Need male
to sublease bedroom $255/month, JanuaryAugust. First month's rent free. Call 404464-8077 (days) or 770-631 -4065(nights).

SPRING BREAK Panama City Beach,
Daytona, South Beach, FL. Best Parties,
Hotels and Condos. Lowest Prices!
www.myspringbreak.net (800)575-2026
Honors Day: Nominate a deserving student.
Visit the the Registrar's web address:

wmu:fwfiHftsrfiw

L-SHAPED computer desk with chair, $150
complete or best offer. Couch and chair $50
both, black bookshelves $25 each, coffee
and end tables $40 each. 489-5298

FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE
student and faculty ads to be run in the
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be
rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.

KWe'5 663vO£flli-

120 Furniture &
Appliances
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80 Computers &
Software
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50 Tenth of one-ten
52 Rapid Robert of
baseball
54 Valuable
discovery
56 Philanthropist
57 Adversary

humi I»*-TI ^5
TT>

31

18

Solutions

s s

29 Vientiane
resident
30 Loyal
31 Goofs up
32 Indigo and woad
33 Very dry
34 Red's
Kadiddlehopper
35 Utah ski resort
37 Calendar pg.
40 Liner stops
42 Cheer
45 Leave text in!
47 Summer cooler

VccU.

GSU UPWARD BOUND seeks Counselors
for Summer. Experience, 2.4 GPA, must be
a sophomore by May 16th. $1600. No
summer school: Williams Center 1026 or
681-5458 by March 16th

b2

© 2001 Tribune Media Services, irtc
All rights reserved.

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens
,all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for
'legitimate products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card number, other
^personal information, or money in advance
of the delivery of a product or service.
Students are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true, it probably
is.
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36

41

49

60

29
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40

44
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40 Autos for Sale

28
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36

35

39

59
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33
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23
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
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14

10 G-A Action Ads

»

5

17

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

68 Jack of the
nursery rhyme
69 Avoid capture
70 Cassowary kin
71 Time between 12
and 20
72 At no time
:
73 Cereal grass

i

1

Call Jared at 871 -6216 or 681 -9219 serious
inquiries only.
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Phone #
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BigFatWow: In the mall Internet connection

TMS Campus

nationwide, said Brent Earles, executive will you use the Internet in the years ahead
CHICAGO-When soothsaying in- vice president for sales at BigFatWow. to complement a shopping center?'"
So Daseke viewed BigFatWow as an
vestors were predicting that e-retailers The first one in the Chicago area opened
entertainment, or "inter-tainment," cenwould make brick-and-mortar stores ol> at Gumee Mills in November.
BigFatWow's numbers doubled this ter, a way for malls to keep shoppers
solete, owners of the largest shopping
malls made a show of trotting out their month when it merged with its major around longer, much as skating rinks and
amusement rides alownlntemet stratready do in malls
egies.
across the country.
From handAn additional inheld scanners for
centive for malls to
shoppers
to
inviteaBigFatWow
kiosks with Intercenter: The comnet access, these
pany wouldpay rent
gizmos were an
for its space. Part of
anxious attempt
the rent includes a
by mall developpercentage of the
ers to prove they
company's gross
were ahead of the
revenue. A mall's
cyber curve. But
management also
no soonerhadthe
gets to use the
gadgets been
center's advertising
launched than the
Special Photo
displays for its own
dire warnings that
ONLINE BUYING IN THE MALL: Shoppers are using BigFatWow promotions, accordspurred their crein the malls as an alternative to shopping online at home.
ing to company offiationproveddrascials.
tically off target.
ButeventhoughGurneeMills' owner,
Hundreds of e-retailers fizzled, and competitor, Piano, Texas-based
malls were seen again as durable. And the CyberXpo. Retaining the name the Mills Corp. in Arlington, Va., welPalm hand-held infrared scanners with BigFatWow,thenew250-employee com- comed the center at its Gumee site, the
names like YourSherpa and FastFrog pany has 114installed centers nationwide company is taking a wait-and-see apalready have been shelved. Mall owners and plans to have 300 by the end of the proach to ventures like BigFatWow, said
Mark Rivers, executive vice president at
launched those programs "at a time when year.
Recently at the Gurnee Mills Mills. "The single biggest reason develeveryone was abuzz about tech initiatives
in the real estate world," said Greg BigFatWow center, situated in the lobby opers have embraced these technologies
Andrews, ananalyst withCalifornia-based near the Spiegel outlet store and within is for the l/8rental 3/8 income they can
Green Street Advisors Inc. "It was a kind sight of the Rainforest Cafe's 20-foot- bring in," Rivers said. "But a lot of these
high wooden giraffe, seven of the nine concepts are still in their infancy."
of a knee-jerk reaction."
Company executives hope highWhich may explain why the Irving, computerterminalswerefilledwithshopTexas, developers of the provocatively pers pecking away at keyboards and star- speed Internet providers and sellers of
named BigFatWow Inc. are careful to ing at screens for their search-engine consumer high-tech goods will bite,
distance themselves from the quickly results. Seemingly oblivious to the con- and, so far, SBC Communications Inc.,
stant din of squeaky shoes, crying or AT&T Corp., ExciteAtHome Corp.,
constricting dot-com world.
Sure, BigFatWow's mall-based In- laughingchildrenandintercomannounce- Compaq Computer Corp. and Sega
ternet centers merge the point-and-click ments, Michelle Espinoza, 23, a part- Enterprises have come on board as
and brick-and-mortar worlds, but the time dog trainer from Mundelein, looked sponsors or partners. The lure for them
company's goal is decidedly old-fash- up Web sites on dog training. It was the is the potential to reach huge numbers
ioned: By providing a dozen computer first time she had ever experienced high- of shoppers who are on the other side of
the digital divide. For although milterminals hooked up to free T-l high- speed Internet access.
From the beginning, BigFatWow lions of people still don't have access
speed access to the Internet, the centers
could draw more shoppers to the mall and founder Don Daseke, a Dallas apartment to the Internet, more than 90 percent of
expose people on the other side of the and real estate investor, always ap- Americans visit a shopping center each
digital divide to thecyberhighway-blacks, proached Internet opportunities with the month, the International Council of
Hispanics and older women who are less nuts-and-bolts needs of shopping mall Shopping Centers says."We provide a
likely to use the Internet. Just as critical, realestateinvestmenttrustsinmind, Earles bridge for the great digital divide,"
Earles said. "Our centers are free.
malls would get rental money from said.
"Theissueformall owners isn't, 'Hey, They're easy to use, and it allows anyBigFatWow for its space.
SinceJune, Hie privately held firmhas look out for the big bad e-retailers,'" one who didn't have access before to
opened 40 centers in the lobbies of malls Earles said. "Rather, the issue is, 'How experience the Internet."
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Ask us about our SUH
Cares Progam
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Individual Leases by
the Room

^^ State-of-the-Art Computer Lab
Full-size Washer & Dryer in every
apartment home
Private Bedrooms with lock and key
and Private Bathrooms available
Free High Speed Ethernet
Resort-Style Pool and Oversized
Hot-Tub
Fitness Center featuring
Cardiovascular Equipment and
Circuit Training

A SUH® community. SUH®
is a trademark of SUH, Inc.
EQUAL MOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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Jjk> All new Appliances including:
Washer/Dryer, Microwave,
Frost-free Refrigerator with
Icemaker, Garbage Disposal
and Dishwasher.
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^^ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance
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<^ Professional On-site Management
Phone# (912) 681-2234
Fax# (912) 871-6651
122 Lanier Drive
Leasing Office Hours
M-F 8:30-5:30
Sat 10:00-5:00
Sun 2:00-5:00

Now
Leasing
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